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Autodata Limited is a leading publisher of technical information for the automotive aftermarket. It has
been publishing technical information since the early 1970s in all major languages. Autodata products
are sold throughout Europe, North America and Australasia and are protected by copyright and
trademarks. Autodata information is available in printed and electronic formats. Subjects covered
include Engine Management, Wiring Diagrams, Electrical Component Locations, Manufacturers’ Service
Schedules, Repair Times, Diagnostic Trouble Codes, Known Fixes and Bulletins, Timing Belts, Guided
Diagnostics and many more. The information Autodata publishes is researched from vehicle and
component manufacturers’ own technical information before being created into original copyright.
Autodata goes to great lengths to ensure its information is accurate, comprehensive and therefore
reliable and as evidence of its commitment to quality, it has gained certification to ISO 9001:2008
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Important points to note







Neither Autodata nor its distributors sell discontinued copies of its software.
All genuine Autodata CD/DVDs versions must be registered through its registration team
in order to access the information held on the CD/DVD. This can only be made through
Autodata or one of its agents directly.
Counterfeit copies of Autodata software maybe described as ‘all makes’ or ‘service
information’ CD or in some cases as manufacturer specific car repair manuals on
CD/DVD or vehicle diagnostic software.
If you purchase counterfeit Autodata software through these suppliers you are funding
illegal activity.

If you are a genuine user
The Autodata CD/DVD is provided under license and the license is non- transferable.
If you no longer wish to continue with your CD/DVD registration, please contact Autodata at
registration@autodata.ltd.uk or your local distributor.

What can you do to report piracy?
If you suspect that piracy is occurring or you have a question about the authenticity of Autodata
software, you can write to:
Iprights
Autodata Ltd
Priors Way
Maidenhead
Berkshire
SL6 2HP
England
Or send an email to: Iprights@autodata.ltd.uk
Or telephone: 01628 688222
All reports will be treated with confidence.
Additional information about software piracy and counterfeiting can also be obtained at the
Business Software Alliance website at www.bsa.org/uk and through the Anti-Counterfeiting
Group at www.a-cg.org.
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